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INTRODUCTION
This Narrative Report lifts out the highlights of 2014.
The main purpose is to reflect on the work we completed and how we used the insights gained for
making us both stronger advocates for women’s rights.
The Report is made up of 2 sections:
SECTION 1: We like to share a story to highlight above everything else a change which enabled us
to become stronger activists and women’s movement builders
SECTION 2: This section reflects on our progress made in relation to our criteria as a Women’s
Rights Fund.
SECTION 1:
External Story of Change
From our point of view, the following story exemplifies best a change which enabled us to become
stronger activists and women’s movement builders.
The Story of WFT and the Constitutional Review/Elections Processes in Tanzania
Or: How WFT Enabled the Birth of the Wanawake Na Katiba Coalition (Coalition Women and
Constitution/Elections)
Women in Tanzania are yet to access their full political, civil, economic social, cultural rights due to
the discriminatory effect of the legal framework,
Key Women’s Rights Issues for Inclusion in the
including the Constitution. In 2011 Tanzania started a New Constitution are:
process of developing a new Constitution. This process 1. Women’s rights should be recognized in the
Bill of Rights
directly impacts on all before mentioned women’s rights
2. Oppressive laws should be nullified
issues. In order to achieve a greater voice and visibility in
3. Equal rights to access, benefit and control
the Constitutional Review process, WFT initiated and
of national resources
funded the Constitution and Election Coalition 4. Protection of women’s dignity
(Wanawake na Katiba) in 2012. Up to date, the Coalition 5. Automatic domestication of all
international, regional and sub regional
continues to be the only well organized, documented,
instruments, which Tanzania has ratified.
and informed civil society initiative in Tanzania that has 6. Equal rights for women in participating in
leadership positions
realized measureable results. By finding common ground
7. Protection of rights of women with
among key actors, the Coalition achieved 11/12 women’s
disability
rights provisions in the proposed Constitution. A public 8. Right to safe motherhood
referendum will be held in April 2015. Following the 9. Rights of the girl child
10. Rights to access and benefit from basic
referendum, a four-year implementation period will take
services
place. Further, Tanzanian local and national elections 11. Establishment of the Gender Commission
12. Establishment of the Family Court
will take place in 2015.
The Coalition involves more than 50 women’s rights organizations from all 21 regions of Tanzania.
It has been and is playing a key role through providing legal gender reviews of the first draft of the
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new Constitution, through lobbying and advocating for women’s participation and rights in the new
Constitution, through training and outreaching on women’s rights issues and the new constitution,
and through media advocacy and fundraising for collective action.
It is clear that this initiative calls for more and longer term funding to expand its activities now and
beyond, i.e. post New Constitution phase, elections in 2015 and others. This is an important way in
which WFT’s grant making to women’s rights initiatives adds and shall continue to add value to the
ongoing struggles for women’s and adolescent girls’ rights as well as to the growth of a stronger
and feminist-conscious women’s movement(s) in Tanzania. It is encouraging and heartwarming to
see how keen all WFT-grantees are to join the coalition as it reinforces objectives and activities at
national and especially at local levels.
What make us chose this story, above all possible stories to tell?
WFT has been quick to seize this process as a most strategic opportunity to promote the women’s
rights agenda and particularly to strengthen the women’s movement in the country in line with our
vision and mission. We want to capitalize on the momentum gained and the space created by the
Coalition in the proposed Constitution. There needs to be continued advocacy, engagement and
alliance building with key actors in order to realize gender equality throughout the election,
constitutional and implementation processes. What better accomplishment can there be than a
Mother Law which is founded on the basic principle of gender equality, which incorporates the
women’s rights agenda, which is people-centered and can last for at least the coming generations.
Internal Story of Change
From our point of view, the following story exemplifies best a change in the internal functioning of
WFT that has resulted from our work to strengthen WFT as the first and only women’s rights fund
in the country?
Since November 2013 we have been able to rent both floors of the office-building for
expanding our working space. This is a practical result of our efforts to further institutionalize our
Fund. It not only enables us to accommodate the (growing) WFT-team, we are also able to provide a
safe space and meeting place for women’s rights organizations, both national and locally.
What make us chose this story, above all possible stories to tell?
Apart from the crucial institutional benefits for WFT as a growing women’s rights fund, it is
absolutely encouraging to receive so much positive feedback from many women that finally there is
a place where they are welcome and which provides a safe space for strategizing together on key
pertinent issues and how to engage as a collective.
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SECTION 2:
This section provides an overview of the main activities we have conducted as a fund in 2014.
GRANTMAKING, CAPACITY STRENGTHENING AND STRATEGIC ALLIANCE BUILDING:
In 2014, we convened the following spaces for our grantees and strategic allies:
Grantee meeting
One day training
for existing and
potential
grantees in:
 grant making,
compliance
issues, financial
management;
 reporting and
documenting
stories/evidenc
es of
achievements;
 feedback to
WFT on key
implementation
lessons and
outcomes

Strategic Allies’
Meeting:
Ongoing
meetings/
working
sessions of the
Coalition
Women and the
Constitution/Ele
ctions

Date:
Septemb
er 2014
Goals:
 responding to
identified
capacity gaps
from local
level grantees
by
strengthening
their capacity;
 increased
learning by
and
implementati
on efficiency
within WFT
through
feedback
from grantees

Date and
goals:
At least biweekly and as
new
developments
demand
Consolidatin
g gender
gains in
proposed
constitution
Strategizing
on how to

Number of and
other information
about grantees
involved:
Number: 40
trainees
Program Info:
 Kazi ni Dawa/ Tanga
 Elimisha/ Mbeya
 Faraja/ Morogoro
 Himata/ Tanga
 Kilolo Paralegal / Iringa
 Women and Children
Success Initiative/ Geita
 Tanzania Women
Teachers’ Association/
Dar es Salaam
 CEWOD/ Handeni
 Binti LeoWomen
Artists/ Dar es Salaam
 Kilinde / Kigamboni

 Sasa Fnd/ Arusha
Number of and other
information:
Key-representatives
of Coalition members
from all 19 regions of
Tanzania

Tanzania
Women Cross Party
Platform (TWCPULINGO)

Representativ
es of key-government
structures in Tanzania

Outcomes of
the meeting:
1.
strength
ened due
diligence skills
for existing
grantees;
improvement of
concept notes
for potential
grantees

2.

feedbac
k which helps us
to customize our
mentorship
support

Outcomes of
the meeting:

Commo
n ground based
on collective
clarity and
leading to joint
action

strong
crosscutting
implementatio
n structures

strengt
hened
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Lessons learnt:
Nothing can beat
personal
interaction
enabling for
building trust and
networking.
We receive a
wealth of practical
feedback on
challenges they
are facing. This
helps us internally
to for instance
further strengthen
our mentorship
program

Lessons learnt:
Our two-way
approach focusing
on local level
grant-making and
on national
strategic coalition
building works
well in funding
multiple women’s
rights initiatives in
a variety of
contexts, next to
promoting
women’s rights

protect them
during
referendum,
elections and
beyond

women’s
movement(s)
building

based advocacy
initiatives

Other networking spaces we provided to our grantees and strategic allies:
1. We provide networking space for both grantees and allies, both national and locally, for their
strategizing together on key pertinent issues, e.g. gender based violence/sexual
corruption/sextortion and how they could engage on this issue as a collective. For instance: we did
this with a group of actors from feminist organizations (TGNP, TAMWA, Women Judges, individual
women activists) by inviting them as experts. This led to the birth of a second Coalition on
Sextortion in May 2014, which was officially launched during the international 16 days of Activism
(on violence against women) in November 2014.
2. As part of our strengthening our strategic alliance building as well as fund raising, we have
been an active participant in the development of the Strategic Plan of African Women's Funds
(INWF Africa Chapter), which will be such an important fundraising tool.
3. We organized and hosted (in partnership with UAF and INWF) the Zanzibar regional meetings
in July 2014 for Women’s Funds in Africa (Africa Chapter) and Asia (Asia Chapter) respectively and
a MEL (monitoring, evaluation anad learning)-training.
In 2013, we also provided training to your grantees on fundraising and/or organizational
development.
Training
provided:
One day
training for
existing and
potential
WFTgrantees on
due diligence
issues and
fundraising
(grant
making,
compliance
issues,
financial
management)

Dates of the
training and
goals:
Date:
September
(as part of the
training
above)
Goals:
responding to
identified
capacity gaps
from local
level grantees
by
strengthening
their capacity

Number and
other
information:
Number: 40
trainees
Program Info:
As above

Outcomes
of the
meeting:
Grantees
became
more
exposed to
information
and
knowledge
on
fundraising

Lessons
learnt:
Provision of
practical and
customized
training for
equipping
our grantees
for day to day
work
according to
grant making
criteria

Other training we provided to our grantees:
We have also supported the Coalition on Women and Constitution/Elections to provide training to
and conduct meetings for our (previous) grantees.
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The main feature of our grantees is that they are (i) grassroots based women’s initiatives, mostly
starters, though also some selected and experienced national women’s rights advocacy
organizations and (ii) most of them work on issues as women’s economic rights; sex workers’
rights; disability rights; adolescent and sexuality rights; women’s/young girls’ leadership rights;
media advocacy on women’s rights; women constitutional rights and coalition building

Other forms of support we provided our grantees with:
Referrals to
other donors:
We linked up, four
grantees to Molly’s
network.

Faraja Trust
Fund

Binti Leo

SWAUTA

Warembo
Forum

Opportunities
to contact
other donors:
We connected
Warembo
Forum to UN
Women

Assistance/advice on
proposal writing:
We provide support to
our grantees on
proposal writing
through our
mentorship program

Others:
We share
information on
funding and on
women and
constitutional
rights to our
grantees and
women’s rights
organization in
general.
We provide (safe)
space for meeting
and networking

In 2014, we supported the women’s movement/s– beyond your own grantees – as follows:
Grants to well
established
organizations
to train our
grantees:

TGNP
and TAMWA
on
constitutional
issues through
community
dialogues

ULING
O to train
women
politicians
One
outstanding
result is the
proposed

Joined
advocacy
campaigns and
demonstrations
:
1. Initiated the
start of the
Coalitio n on
Sextortion (COS)
in May 2014
2. Organized
the launching of
COS during the
16 days on
Violence against
Women in
November 2014
3. Organized
the Big Bang in
Dodoma during
the

Lent our
office for
meetings:
WFT’s office
is
continuousl
y used as a
safe space
for meeting
and
strategizing
for instance
on LGBIT

Assistance/advic
e on proposal
writing and/or
referrals to
donors:
We do a lot of
referencing on
local groups to for
instance Mama
Cash, Action Aid,
Wellspring, Global
Fund for Women
and others
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Others:
We provide
information
to local and
national
women’s
organization
s and
individuals
on legal and
victimrelated
services

Constitution
which
incorporates
11 out of the
12 critical
women’s
rights issues of
the Coalition

parliamentary
discussions on
the proposed
constitution in
September 2014

In 2014, we have been doing the following to contribute to make the fund more
accessible/responsive to prospective/current grantees:
Item

Already have it

Added this
year

Application forms
in other languages

Some since the start
of our pilot grant
making in 2011 such
as the application
form and field report
in Kiswahili

Concept note
Is now available
in Swahili

Non-written
options for
submitting
proposals

With our help and
that of a mentor,
consultative meetings
can be held to discuss
and articulate issues

Multilingual
programmes staff

All staff and
volunteers have
English, Kiswahili and
some also a tribal
language
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One concrete
result it brought
this year
Info on WFT is
becoming better
accessible to
grantees especially
at local level
through wider
media coverage and
redesigned website.
This option is
important for local
women to have
access to our
funding as it is both
about language and
about literacy

Diversity in
programmes staff
(cultural, religious,
age, nationality and
other relevant)
Grantee visits

Grantees providing
input for your
programmatic
decisions/strategies

Staff comes from
different cultural
backgrounds and
religions, have
different ages and
nationalities
Grantee visits are
being planned
annually. We attempt
to visit before a grant
is made and after

In several ways:
1. consultative
meetings before
decisions are made
2. customized
training
3. visits by staff
and technical
committee members
4. feedback from
grantees through
regular
communication and
participation in other
events

Grantees making
grantmaking
decisions

It enables us to
understand more
and better, to give
and receive
feedback, to
document stories, to
inform our systems
and structures and
to reorient our field
visit tools
Input is taken along
in annual plans and
reports, and in
decisions of the
Selection
Committee

Their input is taken
on board but we are
exploring how to go
about this in
different ways. At
present, we have a
strong
representative from
the local grantees
on our Board
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In 2014, we have not conducted any evaluation of our grantees’ or our grantmaking work,
but we would like to share the following:





We have not had major evaluations conducted on WFT’s work as yet, but have been undertaking several
reflections on our interventions and impact, especially now that we have been operating as a fully-fledged
Fund since January 2014.
One of our main learnings include that we have to strengthen our mentorship program to be able to cope with
the widespread funding expectations or go for a zonal focus of regions for deeper monitoring and impact.
What is important for us as well at this point in time, is the strengthening of our internal capacity through the
MEL-project, which we are undertaking with INWF-funding. We are involved in an in-depth process of
articulating output and outcome indicators for each of our program areas.
Together with the planned learning review of our Strategic Plan 2013-2015 and the development of our new
SP 2016-2019, both in 2015, we trust that we will be having more specific findings available in the course of
this year to answer this crucial question.

RESOURCE MOBILIZATION
In 2014, we obtained new funding through an alliance with another organizations for the
first time:
Partners:
Search for
Common
Ground
(SFCG)Tanzania

Funds received (total):
Total budget of $50,012
from USAID regional
office: joint project for
two years to advocate
for the implementation
of the Maputo Protocol
through making grants
to both national and
local women’s rights
organisations.
For WFT: $20,052

What did it mean
for our grant
making?
2014 has been the
first year for us to
embark on
implementing a
joint project. It has
brought useful
learning
experiences on
grantmaking

What did it mean for our
internal structure?
It has taught us the
importance of agreeing up
front what mutuality
between partner’s means
and how to put it into
practice.
We can see the
possibilities and we are
still testing the waters

Other successful alliances:
We have been building an alliance with Molly’s Network since October 2014 and are exploring
possibilities for developing a joint proposal for Comic Relief in March 2015.
Three main fundraising strategies we implemented in 2014:
Our Goal for
all our three
fundraising
strategies is to
build a robust,
divers and
sustainable
funding base
for WFT

What was successful:
What do we
need to do

We have been successful
differently:
in raising funds with UN
We have
Women Tz, OSIEA, Oxfam Tz,
learnt that
DFID and Irish Aid
relationship

We have been able to
building is a
build trusted relationships
lengthy
with several donors
process with

We have become partners
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Other
comments:
Rigorous
marketing
and building
relations is
crucial in
resource
mobilization

Strategy 1:
Bilateral and
Multilateral
Donors in
Tanzania

Strategy 2:
International
foundations
and women’s
funds

in the strategic plans of UN
Women Tz, OSIEA Tz and
Oxfam Tz

We have been able to
build on gained positive
profile and image of our role
as a growing Fund providing
windows for more funding to
reach women at local level

Profiling WFT especially
on concrete funding outcomes
through presentations to
different potential funders
next to developing Concepts
Notes and Proposals for
consideration
What was successful:
We have been successful in
raising funds with Women’s
Funds such as GFW, Mama
Cash, AWDF, INWF and FORD
Foundation
Also see above

Strategy 3:
Private sector
and individual
funders in
Tanzania and
beyond

What was successful:

Getting initial interested
contacts in Tanzania

Getting to know about
their policy on Corporate
Social Responsibility

We are supported by our
board members and
committee members to
explore this sector

We have accumulated
transferable skills in the
Netherlands

its own
dynamics,
which
requires time,
energy and
flexibility

What do we
need to do
differently:
We need to
package our
results to
make WFT
and our work
more visible

What do we
need to do
differently:
We need to
get in place
more human
and
institutional
capacity
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Other
comments:
Relationship
building can
easily take
several
years on
average for
laying a
foundation
of trust and
mutual
respect.
Other
comments:
This
approach is
in line with
our RM
Strategy and
we
definitely
want to
venture into
it by
following a
learning by
doing
approach

Other RM Activities we have been involved in in 2014:
Activity

Details

We have been an
active participant in
the development of
the Strategic Plan of
African Women's
Funds (INWF Africa
Chapter)
WFT was a presenter
at a variety of
donors´ conferences,
meetings and
discussions

This SP was commissioned
by INWF-Africa Charter for
the purpose of profiling and
marketing African Women’s
Funds as a strong collective
in order to raise funds

Since we are the first
women’s fund in the
country, it was also
the first time for any
of our funders to
support a women’s
fund

Selection of events with
Mary Rusimbi as presenter:
1.
Donors forum on 8th of
March: key presenter on
how well tailored funding to
support women at local
levels can transform their
rights, including economic
rights. Attended by Women
Ambassadors, Heads of
Missions and UN
fraternities)
2.
Meeting for Executive
Directors (by the
Foundation for Civil
Society) on how to engage
with Donor partners on
influencing them to bring
more funds towards
women’s rights issues
3.
Breakfast meeting for
heads of mission (organized
by UN Women) to brief
them on gender gains and
challenges in proposed
constitution
Name of funders; amount,
purpose and duration of
the grant:
UN Women Tanzania:
$252,124/ out of which
95% went to Constitutional
Rights of Women and 5 % to
Sextortion/ one year
OISEA Tanzania: $21,950/
Constitutional Rights of

Main learning and/or a
concrete result for our work
This will be such an important
fundraising tool in a Pan African
context


Increased visibility

Maintaining and improving
funding and working relations

Building new relationships
with potential funders

We embarked on marketing our
products and growing strengths:
For many donors it is a challenge
to reach more local women
organizations through funding.
We present WFT as being able
and well prepared to receive
funding from them for
channeling it to women’s
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We recruited
individual donors
from a population
that never before had
donated to our fund:
We did this mainly
through our
fundraising window
in the Netherlands
WFT was involved in
remodeling the
foundation Stichting
WFT-Nl in the
Netherlands.
Experiences have
been put together in
a detailed Annual
Report WFT-Nl 2014
We have been
portrayed by the
media in the area/s
where we make
grants

Women/ one year
Oxfam Tanzania: $57,576/
Constitutional Rights of
Women/ one year
DFID Tanzania: $8,056/
Sextortion/ one year
Irish Embassy Tz: $20,000/
Constitutional Rights of
Women/ one year
We have managed to attract
for the first time a small
group of regular individual
givers in 2014, who never
donated before to any cause
related to women’s human
rights specifically/ $6,403

organizations at local level

A copy of the Annual Report
WFT-Nl 2014 is available

We have been sharing our
experiences with others in
Tanzania such as the Legal
Facility, Foundation for Civil
Society and TGNP. However, we
want to systemize this further
(like organizing sessions
periodically etc).

local media in social
blogs (Wanawake/Women
Live; Tanzania Gender
Networking Programme;
Tanzania Women Media
Association; interaction.org
and Tanzaniatoday.co.tz,
and mainstream TV, Radios
and Newspaper
2.
Internationally: VSO’s
You-Tube Chanel and
Guardian Newspaper in UK
(Guardian.com)
1.
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Last but not least, we would like to share the unique contribution WFT has been making in
2014 to promoting women’s rights in Tanzania:
WFT is the first women’s rights fund in Tanzania, registered in 2008. WFT’s founders realized that
women‘s voice, visibility and contributions to achieve empowerment and social justice remain unseen
and undervalued unless adequate funding reaches them. WFT is therefore pushing its energy into
creating a robust, diverse and sustainable funding/resource base.
In 2011 WFT became operational by making its first 3 grants. This number increased to 5 in 2012, 27
in 2013 and 52 in 2014 (see attached Grantee Overview 2014).
WFT promotes a grant making model, which offers an inclusive package of support with a strong
mentorship program before, during and after grant making to give voice and visibility to marginalized
women on controversial issues.
Through our two-way approach focusing on local level grant-making and on strategic coalition
building, WFT funds multiple women’s rights initiatives in a variety of contexts, including promoting
women’s rights based advocacy initiatives, and building strategic coalitions such as the Coalition on
Women and the Constitution/Elections since October 2012 and the Coalition on Sextortion since May
2014. This complementary and mutually reinforcing approach not only brings together local and
national levels in a unique way, but also is a great and unprecedented boost to strengthening
women’s movement(s) in Tanzania.
WFT is keen on building strong partnerships with like-minded women’s funds, women’s rights
organizations and networks in Tanzania, Africa and beyond and is increasingly being recognized as an
innovative women’s rights fund and key player in current feminist debates and discourses. In 2014, it
was WFT’s privilege to be part and parcel of putting together the Strategic Plan 2014-2016 of the
African Charter of Women’s Funds (ACWF) under INWF.

Other relevant documents for 2014:
1. Call of Proposals
2. Overview of Grantees 2014
3. Communication Strategy 2014-2016
4. Cartoons Women and Constitution
5. Analysis Gender Gains and Challenges in proposed Constitution
6. Annual Report 2014 Stichting WFT-Nl
7. Strategic Plan 2014-2016 African Charter Women’s Funds (INWF)
Links to other relevant documentation produced in 2014:
1. website: www.wft.or.tz
2. blog: www.wft.or.tz/blog (Focuses on WFT grantee stories and The wanawake na katiba
coalition)
3. facebook: https://www.facebook.com/wft.tz
4. twitter: https://twitter.com/WomenFund_TZ
Some interesting articles and videos:
1. http://www.interaction.org/blog/window-opportunity-women%E2%80%99s-empowerment
2. http://www.theguardian.com/global-development/video/2014/mar/13/giving-voicemarginalised-women
3. tanzania-vso-animation-video Animated Video ‘Giving a voice to marginalised women in
Tanzania’ (features some of WFT's grantees)
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4. http://www.theguardian.com/global-development/poverty-matters/2014/mar/13/tanzanianwomen-stronger-voice-new-constitution Article by Mary Rusimbi WFT Executive Director,
Guardian UK website on Thursday 13 March 2014.
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www.wft.or.tz | info@wft.or.tz
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